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BROW GAME ON FLEEK! 

Let’s talk about brows. Raise ‘em to show surprise, furrow ‘em to show confusion. They frame the face 
and help us emote, I know I cannot imagine my face without brows. Yeah, quite an image right? Brows  
often take centre stage, and well-groomed eyebrows definitely amp up your look. It’s why I wanted to 
create dUCk Cosmetics’ very first brow product - Brow Game! 


Whether you like a perfectly angled arch or feathered look, everyone has their signature brow look. With 
an easy-to-use retractable brow pencil like Brow Game you can shape your dream brows, your way. I love 
to experiment with eyebrow styles, because there are so many possibilities! My natural eyebrows are 
sparse, but if I want thick brows then it’s so achievable with Brow Game. I also made it in two shades, 
Brown and Dark Brown, as both are equally beneficial. Brown is perfect to create feathered brows and 
with Dark Brown you can achieve a more structured brow. One way to use both shades? Apply Brown at 
the inner corner of your brow to create hair-like strokes and Dark Brown to fill in sparse areas and the tail. 
Either way you get awesome payoff, and gorgeous brows. 
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Broom and groom those arches with Brow Game! 
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Here are a few reasons why Brow Game should be your top 
choice for brows on fleek. 


Easy To Use 
Gone are the days of heavy-handed pencilling in, a little goes 
a long way with this product. That is a really important feature 
I wanted to have, because light strokes give off a natural 
finish. Don’t worry, brow rookie - it’ll be easy. With a spoolie 
attached on the other end, you can even brush it out after 
applying the pencil to soften the look while keeping your 
brows perfectly groomed.


Long-wearing  
Staying power is another key factor for any brow product, the 
last thing anyone would want is their eyebrows smudging off 
at midday! No chance of that here, this one lasts up to 12 
hours. And when you want to remove them at the end of a 
long day, it’s easily done with warm water, or our Come Clean 
Eye & Lip Makeup Remover.


Sweat-resistant 
If your skin type is oily, or you just tend to get sweaty easily, I’ve got you girlfriend! The last thing you’d 
want is your perfectly drawn eyebrows to slide off your face. You won’t have to worry about that with Brow 
Game, this one is sweat-resistant and will stay put through any kind of weather. 


With this nifty little pencil that you can easily stash in your handbag or even your pocket, you’ll never have 
a bad brow day.


Groom those brows with Brow Game!


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Love,


Brow Game retails at RM45 and is available now at The dUCk Store KLCC, Pavilion, 1 Utama, Singapore, 
all FashionValet stores and online via www.fashionvalet.com. Coming soon as well to selected Watsons 
outlets, follow @duckcosmetics on Instagram for more updates.
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D.

Vivy wears Brow Game in Dark Brown. 
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About The dUCk Group 
Malaysia | Singapore 

The dUCk Group is an aspirational lifestyle brand for modest women globally, dUCk is the new cool to modest 
fashion accessory wear and living offering products across three main product categories — Scarf collections, 

Colour Cosmetics, as well as Bags and accessories in exciting graphic prints and living colours. Playful, yet 
Classy. Stylish, yet Friendly. Urban Chic and Cool. These characteristics have become hallmarks of the brand 

that follows the story and is inspired by the life of dUCk’s brand ambassador, D. - a fashion forward 
entrepreneur who enjoys the lil’ dash of luxury in life. 


Founded by business icon and entrepreneur Vivy Yusof, dUCk has been featured in international media such as 
the BBC, The New Yorker, Forbes, and most recently, CNN. The dUCk Group has also collaborated with some 

of the world’s most renowned brands and personalities, including Disney, Barbie, Miss Universe, as well as Fox 
Movies to name a few. 


Come enjoy what’s at The dUCk Store and make sure to follow D’s adventures on her Instagram 
@theduckgroup and @duckcosmetics. 
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